CGAPS Acknowledgement Policy

We kindly request all Center-Affiliated Investigators to assist us in ensuring that the NIDA Core Center of Excellence grant (P30 DA027827) that sponsors CGAPS is acknowledged appropriately in scientific products. Please acknowledge CGAPS in publications that are supported by Center resources. Examples of Center support include publications and grants that:

- ensue from collaborations with other Center supported scientists
- result from seed grant funds
- use cross-study harmonized data
- are supported by salary or consultation reimbursement from CGAPS
- use data or specimens from the Lab Core

Authors Receiving CGAPS support in or more of the ways listed above should:
1. Ensure that a copy of the final document is provided in a timely manner to CGAPS, along with full bibliographic details (email to eneubaum@uga.edu)
2. Acknowledge support from CGAPS in the publication by including the following statement:

   *The project described was supported by the Center for Contextual Genetics and Prevention Science (Grant Number P30 DA027827) funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse. The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National Institute on Drug Abuse or the National Institutes of Health.*

**Researcher Authorship.** CGAPS principal investigators and staff members often make significant intellectual or otherwise enabling contributions to the success of a research project, and recognition of these contributions is important. In such cases it is expected that such individuals will be included as a co-author of all publications arising from or making use of data from CGAPS’ repositories.

Significant intellectual input could take a variety of forms and would include combinations of the following:
1. Methodology and design;
2. Interpretation or analysis of results;
3. Writing or editing significant portions of the manuscript
4. Development of cross-study, harmonized constructs

Researchers should contact CGAPS Coordinator, Maggie Moore (mdmoore@uga.edu) if there is a question about this policy or about a CGAPS staff member’s contribution to a project. In general, it is preferable to discuss the potential for this at the outset of the project, especially when the project involves developmental work rather than repetition of an established procedure.